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Music staff notes quiz

Don't be too yourself if you've ever mixed up some similar, riveting or tasting stuff. It's often not easy to tell them apart. Does anyone really know the difference between an alligator and a crocodile? Or a hurricane and a cyclone? You are about to learn with this quiz. QUESTION 1 OF 10 alligator Crocodile snouts are more pointed than
their gator counterparts. As a result, when a crocodile's mouth is closed, two lower teeth protrude over the lip on either side of its lower jaw. Alligators show no teeth when their jaws are closed. Plus they hang out in freshwater swamps, while crocodiles prefer salt water. crocodile can be either, but I'm not going to stand around waiting to
find out! QUESTION 2 OF 10 compliment complements These words are often mixed. Supplementing means things go well together or complete each other. Compliment gives a polite expression of praise (Your clothes look good!). QUESTION 3 OF 10 Dolphins have more noses and larger mouths than porpoises. Dolphins have a
triangular dorsal (back) fin, and porpoises have a curved fin. The dolphin's curved fin is one way to distinguish it from a porpoise. But they're both super smart. Dolphins love to talk more than porpoises. QUESTION 4 OF 10 Scotch comes from Scotland and bourbon coming from the US Bourbon is made of corn, while Scotch is made of
barley. Both are correct. Both are whiskeys (or whiskies), but Scotch should be made in Scotland and from malting barley. Bourbon should be made in the U.S. (not necessarily Kentucky) from a grain mix that is at least 51 percent corn. QUESTION 5 OF 10 Where: They are more nutritious. False: There is no nutritional difference. Brown
eggs are more expensive than white eggs, but their nutritional value is the same. The quality of an egg is based on the environment and nutrition enjoyed by the chicken concerned. In general, white chickens lay white eggs, and brown chickens lay brown eggs. This has not yet been determined. QUESTION 6 OF 10 Hurricanes may spit
out cyclones, but not typhoons. Typhoons have 10 times the velocity of hurricanes and 5 times that of cyclones. Nothing, they are different names for the same type of storm. It's all based on geography. The storm is called a hurricane as it is located in the Northeast Pacific or Atlantic Ocean, a typhoon in the Northwest Pacific Ocean, and
a cyclone in the Indian Ocean and South Pacific. QUESTION 7 OF 10 orange and moist dry and white Many people refer to yams and sweet potatoes interchangeably, but they're actually two different things. True yams come from the Caribbean and have a dry, white flesh, while sweet potatoes are typically orange. It can be white, orange
or even purple. QUESTION 8 OF 10 Grid involves cooking something that already has a structure, such as meat. Baking involves cooking something without a structure, like a cake. Griding is typically done with foods such as meat and vegetables, while baking is done with foods that do not have structure in the beginning, such as cakes.
If you need to baste it, you roast. If not, you bake. It's just semantics — there's no difference. QUESTION 9 OF 10 immigrate emigrates You emigrate from somewhere, but once you are permanently established in your new venues, you can say that you have imbigrated. When a person or animal migrates, they just go to another area of
the same country. migrating QUESTION 10 OF 10 wasp A Hornet is a wasp, like a yellow jacket. Not all wasps are aggressive, but hornets and yellow jackets certainly are. bee yellow jacket Ad Get all the best moments in pop culture and entertainment delivered to your inbox. Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily
newsletter! Man listens to music | iStock Music isn't just something we like to listen to — it's something we use to help us better understand the world. We turn it on when we're with friends, and when we have to be alone. We listen to songs that remind us that other people feel the same way we do. It helps us sort out our feelings — and
it's there when we just have to come loose and forget about our problems. In many ways, it defines parts of our lives. And the type of music we like can also help define us. According to researchers at cambridge University, basic parts of your personality are often closely linked to your favorite music genres. Whether you're a little country
or a little rock 'n' roll — or you totally prefer a different style — your music tastes can actually predict the way you observe the world in general. So what does your favorite type of music say about you? Take this quiz to find out. Be sure to keep track of your responses as you go - you need to add them to get your score at the end. 1. If only
you could listen to one type of music for the rest of your life, what would you choose? A. Jazz B. R&amp;amp; B C. Land D. Rock 2. Which of these artists would you rather listen to? A. Lindsey Stirling B. Adele C. Luke Bryan D. Kid Rock 3. Which of these groups would you rather listen to? A. Snarky Puppy B. A Big Big World C. The
Lumineers D. Foo Fighters The Weeknd | Kevin Winter/Getty Images for iHeartMedia 4. Which of these songs would you rather listen to? A. One, Esperanza Spalding B. Starboy, The Weeknd C. Setting the World on Fire, Kenny Chesney and P!nk D. The Sound of Silence, Disturbed 5. Think about your favorite song. What words best
describe what it sounds like? A. Complex, dynamic, emotional, or sophisticated B. Relaxing, romantic, sad, or melting C. Acoustic, soft, folky, or upbeat D. Aggressive, distorted, hard, or intense 6. Which of these best describes your ideal concert-going experience? A. A small venue with large so I can ingingt the instrumental B. See my
absolute favorite artist — even if that means nosebleed seats in a stadium C. Hanging out at an outdoor music festival where a few cool groups play D. Let some steam off in a mosh pit 7. Which of these movies had the best soundtrack? A. Lord of the Rings B. Garden State C. Fifty Shades of Gray D. Suicide Squad 8. If you could bring
one of these TV shows back on air, what would it be? A. Legends of Jazz B. MTV Unplugged C. American Idol D. Headbangers Ball 9. What period does most of your favorite music come from? A. 1920 or earlier – The golden age! B. 1950s and 1960s - Music was really about something then C. 2000s until now - You can't beat today's
hits D. 1980 and 1990s - It was edgy and originally, nothing comes close to 10 now. Which decade do you think has the worst music, overall? A. 1980 — Soulless synthesizers and hairbands? No thank you. B. 1970 — Disco and classic rock just didn't have all that much depth C. 1990 — All that grunge and alternative music was so heavy
D. 1950 — Doo-wop and Elvis are too simplistic and juicy for me Ready to figure out what your musical preferences say about your personality? Tally how many Ifs, Bs, Cs, and DS you printed for each answer and figure out which one you chose the most. Adele | Joern Pollex/Getty Images for September Management Results Mostly As:
Sophisticated - You Prefer Blues, jazz, and classical music just about everything in the top 40. This means you also tend to be as open to new experiences as you are to music that can go against the grain a little bit. You're probably more progressive or liberal on the political spectrum, and you're definitely more introverted and reflective.
You prefer the finer things in life — reading, theatre, art galleries — over and above sports or other high-energy activities. Mostly Bs: Mellow - For you, music and life are all about emotion. Whether you're more of a fan of adult contemporary or R&amp;amp; B, as long as it makes you feel something, you're in it. This is also true of life in
general for you – because one of your greatest qualities is empathy. It is very important for you to understand not only your own feelings and thoughts, but also others. Knowing these things helps you feel connected — and isn't that what life is all about? Mostly Cs: Upbeat – Your musical preferences reflect your general philosophy of life.
The songs you like are energetic but not overwhelming, catchy, but not too complicated — lighter pop and country are probably more your thing. Life's curveballs, big and small, aren't exciting to you — they're stressful. You're extroverted, and probably more politically conservative. You're happiest when everything in life goes exactly how
you planned it out. Mostly Rev: Intense - Where other people just hear noise, you know that something more to the rock and punk music you love. Those wonderful guitar riffs and atonal melodies get you feeling particularly cerebral; you find them stimulating, not stressful, and that's why you're looking for them. It's because you have a
sharp mind — one that sees and enjoys patterns in solving puzzles or sorting out life's greatest complexities. Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Getty Images Relax to a long 9-to-5 with a glass of wine and some soft music or an enlarged page-turner is one of life's little pleasures. You probably have a go-to red or white
that you wouldn't trade easily, but the lifetime of books and music is short. What should you try next?  Enter this fun quiz from Appliance City to help you. In just three questions, it takes out your wine preferences and spits out a song and book that you can enjoy with your Riesling or Pinot Noir. And don't think you know better: The
proposals are far and wide: from Nietzsche to Dan Brown, from Otis Redding to One Direction (boy bands pair well with a sweet rose apparently). This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may need more information about this and similar content in
this piano.io piano.io
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